**Bulkhead Seal Installation**

**NOTE:** If your truck has an over the bulkhead bed-liner or spray-in liner, you might not need the bulkhead seal.

1. Clean the bulkhead surface with rubbing alcohol. Attach the bulkhead seal directly to the top of your pickups bulkhead, creating a surface that is flush with the top of your bed caps.

   ![Diagram](image1)

2. Using a scissors, trim the excess seal off where the seal meets the bed cap. Be sure NOT to cut the seal short of the bed cap, making sure the corner is sealed properly.

   ![Diagram](image2)

**Kits with Bed Liner or Spray-in Liner.**

**Top Mount Tonneau Applications.**

1. Turn the cover assembly upside down so the front header is facing up. Apply the bulkhead seal directly on top of the front header seal. Trim the excess seal off flush with the end of the header using a scissors.

   ![Diagram](image3)

2. Turn the cover assembly right side up with the seals facing down. Place the cover assembly so the bulkhead seal sits on the bulkhead. Continue installation from the owner’s manual.

   ![Diagram](image4)

**NOTE:** Depending on the thickness of the over the bulkhead bed-liner or spray-in liner, you may or may not need the bulkhead seal.
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